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Escape Lite

Specification

Seat widths 16”/18”/20”  41/46/51 cm
Seat depth 16”     41 cm
Overall width 20”/21”/22”  50 /53/56 cm
Overall length 39”     99.5 cm
Overall weight 26 lb    12 kg
Max user weight 15¾ st    100 kg
Max user weight 20” 18¾ st    120 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

With an extremely lightweight and foldable
aluminium frame, the Escape Lite has been
specially designed for ease of transportation
and storage, making it an ideal chair for
occasional use.
Suitable for both indoors and out, it gives you
flexibility wherever you go.
With three seat widths and four colour options,
whatever your style or preference, there’s an
Escape Lite available for you

Colour Options

Day’s Healthcare

Swift
Specification

Seat widths   16”/18”    41/46 cm
Seat depth   16”     40 cm
Overall width   21½”/23½”   54.5/59.5 cm
Overall length   42”     107 cm
Overall weight  25.3 lb    11.5 kg
Max user weight  18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Swift wheelchair is a firm favourite due to its
versatility and ease of use.
With a high quality aluminium frame for strength
with low weight, it folds easily and can be quickly
disassembled without the need for tools, making
transportation and storage simple.
Compact and manoeuvrable, the Swift makes light
work of negotiating shops, restaurants and other
tight spaces. When folded, it takes up very little
room.
Designed principally for occasional use but with
well-padded upholstery for comfort, a half-folding
back, enabling convenient reaching and
puncture-proof tyres which help ensure trouble-free mobility.
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Whirl
Specification

Seat widths 16”/17” /17½”/19” 38/41/43/45/48  cm
Seat depth 17”     43 cm
Overall width 20”/21”/22”  50 /53/55/57/60 cm
Overall length   43.7”    111 cm
Overall weight  32 lb    14.5 kg
Max user weight 18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

The Whirl is a budget, steel framed chair with a
choice of seat widths, it is designed to be a
simple yet versatile wheelchair ideal for part or
full-time use.
The Whirl's narrow frame and compact
dimensions ensure great manoeuvrability indoors
and in confined spaces. Its puncture proof tyres,
in contrast, provide extra peace of mind outdoors.
Comfort all day, every day
The Whirl features fully padded upholstery with
a calf-support strap for comfort and safety.
It further features a detachable half-folding
backrest to make reaching for objects behind
you easier. The detachable backrest also makes
the chair more compact for storage.

Link
Specification

Seat widths   14”/15”/16”  36/38/41 cm
      17”/18”/19”   43/46/48 cm
Seat depth   17”     44 cm
Overall width   seat width+6.3” seat width + 12 cm
Overall length   40”     101 cm
Overall weight  37.8 lb    17.2kg
Max user weight  19½ st    125 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

The Link is an attractive and adaptable
chair which offers six different seating widths
to suit your individual needs.
Great practicality
The Link is suitable for full-time use and is
designed for maximum practicality.
Key features include a height adjustable
backrest for tailored support and a
half-folding back to make reaching for
objects behind you easier.
For comfort, safety and convenience,
the Link is fitted with swing-back and
detachable armrests, an angle
adjustable footplate, and a heel
strap.
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Alu Lite
Specification

Seat widths 16”/18”    40.5/45.5 cm
Seat depth 17”     43 cm
Overall width 20½”/22½”   52 /57 cm
Overall length 40½”    103cm
Overall weight 26 lb    12 kg
Max user weight 15¾ st    100 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Invacare Alu Lite is a basic-entry level
wheelchair.
The lightweight aluminium construction of this
wheelchair makes it easy to manoeuvre, even for
an elderly carer, as well as providing a wheelchair
that is easy to fold and transport.
The overall manoeuvrability of a wheelchair is
crucial - which is why the Alu Lite is designed to
be very easy to push and manoeuvre, both indoors
and outdoors.
Due to the smaller overall dimensions and general
compactness of this model, getting around in tight
spaces is never a problem.

Action 2 NG
Specification

Seat widths   15”/16”/17”/18”/19” 38/40.5/43/45.5/48 cm
Seat depth   16” /17”    40/43 cm
Overall width   seat width + 7½”  seat width + 20 cm
Overall length   40½”/42½”    103/108 cm
Overall weight  32.8 lb     14.9 kg
Max user weight  20 st     128 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

The Action2NG provides essential support
to positively enhance everyday mobility.
It's easy handling makes the wheelchair ideal
for basic needs with quality components to
give effortless rolling performance both indoors
and out.
A great bonus to the Action2NG
is it's cross compatibility throughout the
Action range, offering familiarity and
flexibility to a hugely successful Action
family.

Invacare
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Specification

Seat widths 15½”/16”/17”/18”/19”/20”  39/40.5/43/45.5/48/50.5 cm
Seat depth 16” 18”       40/45 cm
Overall width seat width + 8”     seat width + 20 cm
Overall length   39½”       100 cm
Overall weight  31.2 lb       14.2 kg
Max user weight 19½ st       125 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

The flagship model of the Action NG family, is the
stylishly, designed Action 3NG, it offers
improved functionality, comfort and stability.
Invacare's focus on these areas, has seen the
model become well positioned in the market with
continuing success and popularity.
This medium active chair incorporates lighter
components to reduce weight providing an
efficient rolling action.
As with all models in the ActionNG family, a vast
amount of parts are cross compatible and
interchangeable throughout the range whether
you have an ActionNG 2, 3, 4 or 5.

Action 4NG

Invacare Action 4NG offers a flexible range
of models to accommodate different
needs and is particularly suitable for taller or
heavier people.
With a frame designed for improved stability
and comfort, the stylish Action 4NG offers
the same cross compatibility of parts with
other models in the Action 4NG family
allowing users to easily maintain
and update their wheelchairs when
required.

Action 3NG

Colour Options

Colour Options

Specification

Seat widths Action 4NG 15½”/16”/17”/18”/19” 38/40.5/43/45.5/48 cm
Seat widths Action 4NG HD 19”/20”22”/24”   50.5/55.5/60.5 cm
Seat depth 16” 18” 19½”   40/45/50 cm
Overall width seat width + 8”   seat width + 20 cm
Overall length     41½” - 43½”   105 - 111 cm
Overall weight Action 4NG 33.4 lb     15.2 kg
Overall weight Action 4NG HD 37.4 lb     17 kg
Max user wt Action 4NG 19½ st     125 kg
Max user wt Action 4NG HD 25 st     160 kg
Folding Backrest    Yes
Removable footrest    Yes
Removable armrest    Yes
Attendant brakes    Option
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Bluebird Travel
Specification

Seat widths 18”     45 cm
Seat depth 18”     45 cm
Overall width 22”     56 cm
Overall length 39”     99cm
Overall weight 22 lb    10 kg
Max user weight 15¾ st    100 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

Karma Mobility likes to think of everything when it
comes to mobility equipment and the Bluebird
Travel Chair is no exception.
This fantastic wheelchair has been designed so
that it can neatly fold into a small package for
easy transportation or storage.

Don’t be put off by the fact that it’s a travel chair;
this chair comes with larger rear wheels, unlike
most travel chairs, which makes it a much more
comfortable ride for users, even outdoors.
Additional features of this chair include a handy
storage bag and flip back armrests.

i-Lite
Specification

Seat widths   19”     48 cm
Seat depth   17”     43 cm
Overall width   23½”    59 cm
Overall length   35”     89 cm
Overall weight  24.2 lb    11 kg
Max user weight  19 st    120 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

An affordable lightweight occasional
use transport chair.
The Soma I-Lite will take you where you
need to go with the minimum of
fuss.
It folds quickly and easily for
transportation and storage and
weighs just 11kg (24lbs) complete.
Also available in red.

Karma Mobility
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Specification

Seat widths 16½”    42  cm
Seat depth 17”     43 cm
Overall width 26”     66 cm
Overall length   34¼”    87 cm
Overall weight  26 lb    11.8 kg
Max user weight 15.7 st    100 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

You can’t go wrong with the Sparrow transit
wheelchair from Karma Mobility; a lightweight,
easy to manoeuvre wheelchair that comes at a
great price.
Weighing just 11.7kg when complete, it’s easy to
pick up when travelling or storing and it folds into
a neat little package when you need it to.

This wheelchair can take up to 100kg in user
weight with features includes puncture proof
tyres and slowing brakes. Buyers will receive a
two year warranty on the frame so you can be
sure of its quality..

Sparrow

i-Explore Specification

Seat widths   17” /19”   43/48 cm
Seat depth   16½”    42 cm
Overall width   25”/26”    64/66 cm
Overall length   38”     97 cm
Overall weight  31.9lb    14.5 kg
Max user weight  18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

The i-Explore is a stylish, robust, lightweight
wheelchair which comes with a dual braking
system as standard.
It also comes with flip back armrests and
swing out footrest hangers.
The liquid silver paint finish makes it easy
on the eye and the aluminium frame
together with it’s thoughtful design makes
it easy to use.
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Specification

Seat widths   13½”/16½”   33.5/40  cm
Seat depth 13½”    33 cm
Overall width 21” /24”   53.5/60.5 cm
Overall length   34”    79 cm
Overall weight  23 lb    10.4 kg
Max user weight 15.7 st    100 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  No
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Dove Transit from Karma Mobility,  is an
ultra-lightweight wheelchair built with aircraft
grade aluminium alloy and double cross brace to
ensure frame strength and durability.

This transit model weighs just 10.4 kg when
complete but can become just 9 kg when parts
are detached.
Features of this fantastic wheelchair include
slowing brakes, optional seat widths,
puncture proof tyres and out-rigged armrests.

Dove

The Wren 2 transit wheelchair is a high
quality, lightweight, aluminium chair that
can be adjusted for comfort or performance
and is reasonably priced.
Karma Mobility designs and builds the most
innovative mobility equipment in the industry
so you won’t find anything better, anywhere
 else.
The Wren 2 Transit is easy to manoeuvre
for a user or an attendant, and benefits
from features such as progressive slowing
brakes when faced with hills or slopes.
Additional features of this wheelchair
include flip back armrests, adjustable
castor angle and micro cellular and quick
release rear wheels.

Wren 2
Specification

Seat widths   16”/17”/18”/19” 41/43/46/48 cm
Seat depth   17”     43 cm
Overall width   seat width+ 5½” seat width + 14 cm
Overall length   40”     101 cm
Overall weight  29.4 lb    13.4 kg
Max user weight  18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes
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Specification

Seat widths   16”/18”    41/46  cm
Seat widths  HD  20”/22”    52/56.5 cm
Seat depth 17”/18½”   43/47 cm
Seat depth HD 18½”    47 cm
Overall width 22” /25”   59/64 cm
Overall width HD 27” /30”   69.5/76.5 cm
Overall length   38½”    98 cm
Overall length HD  41½”    105 cm
Overall weight  32.8/34.7 lb  14.9/15.8 kg
Overall weight HD  33.4/37.2 lb  15.2/16.9 kg
Max user weight 18 st    115 kg
Max user weight HD 25 st    160 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Martin transit wheelchair has been designed to
take very heavy weights, intended for everyday
use and can hold weight of up to 20 stone.
This heavy duty wheelchair has a unique design
that enables it to take a maximum of 25 stone
when required.
The unique cross brace and link bar features that
have been designed by Karma Mobility allow this
transit wheelchair to cope with heavy weights
despite its lightweight frame.
Other features of the chair include adjustable
backrest height and seat depth, flip back armrests
and swing away detachable footrests.

Martin & Martin HD

Robin

The Robin transit wheelchair is a robust,
lightweight model that has plenty of room
for a user featuring a padded seat for
comfort, and cross brace and linking bars
to give it durable & reliable strength.

The Robin Transit weighs just 12.2 kg
when complete, light to lift for
attendants, and can be stripped down
by removing the detachable parts which
converts it to just 8.9 kg.
The lightweight structure doesn’t affect
the sturdiness of the chair so users can
always feel safe in it, and comes with seat
widths of 16”, 17” and 18”.

Specification

Seat widths   15½”/18”   39/45 cm
Seat depth   16”     41 cm
Overall width   24”/26”    61/66 cm
Overall length   39”     99 cm
Overall weight  27.3 lb    12.4 kg
Max user weight  18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes
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Specification

Seat widths   16”/18”    41/46 cm
Seat depth   16½”    42 cm
Overall width   24½”/25½”   62/65 cm
Overall length   36½”     93 cm
Overall weight  19.3 lb    8.8 kg
Max user weight  15.7 st    100 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Ergo Lite 2 transit from Karma Mobility is one
of the most lightweight wheelchairs that you’ll find
throughout our range.
Weighing in at just 8.7 kg it is highly practical and
comes with the well-loved S-Ergo seating system
that provides pressure relief, reducing the chances
of the user sliding down the seat.

The lightness of this wheelchair in no way affects
the stability or reliability of it and it has some of
the most innovative features included.
The chair features detachable footrest hangers,
an Aegis microbe shield, fixed arm rests, stylish
upholstery, a folding frame and half folding back
rest for easy transportation.

Ergo Lite 2

Ergo Lite Specification

Seat widths   16”/18”    40.5/45.5 cm
Seat depth   16½”    42 cm
Overall width   seat width+ 6½” seat width + 16.5 cm
Overall length   37”     94 cm
Overall weight  18.5 lb    8.4 kg
Max user weight  15.7 st    100 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  No
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

The Ergo Lite transit wheelchair is an innovative
piece of mobility equipment from Karma Mobility
and weighing just 8.3kg, this lightweight chair
is one of the lightest you will find available on the
market; and it comes at a fantastic price.

Features include the Ergo range seating system
which has become highly popular, and our Aegis
microbe shield and shaped seat will add to comfort
and practicality. The user will be as safe as can be
in this wheelchair without sliding from the seat,
and the half folding backrest allows the chair to
easily fold and make transport and storage
problem free.
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Ergo 115 Specification

Seat widths   16”/18” /20”  40.7/45.7/50.7 cm
Seat depth   17”     43.2 cm
Overall width   seat width+ 7”  seat width + 18 cm
Overall length   43”     109 cm
Overall weight  25.7 lb    11.7 kg
Max user weight  18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

The lightweight Ergo 115 transit
wheelchair will make sure any user is sat
comfortably & safely.
The patented S-Ergo shaped seating
system will allow pressure to be
redistributed and help the user to stay
in position instead of sliding down the
seat, and is pressure mapped for the
best possible shape.
The upholstery is treated with Aegis
microbe shield and acts as an
anti-bacterial shield for improved
hygiene.
This wheelchair comes with a number
of additional features including detachable
footrest hangers, shaped armrests and
streamlined oval tubes.

Ergo 125

The Ergo 125 is a lightweight aircraft grade
aluminium wheelchair which breaks down to
9kg (20lbs). The lightweight frame is braced by
a system of double cross braces which increase
the wheelchair's strength and durability. The
streamline oval tubes give the wheelchair it’s
unique look.
The Ergo 125 is packed full of innovative
features that you would expect from a Karma
wheelchair including , flip back armrests ,
slowing brakes , quick release wheels ,
detachable upholstery and the patented Ergo
seating.
Also available in red.

Specification

Seat widths   16”/18” /20”  41/46/51 cm
Seat depth   17”     43 cm
Overall width   seat width+ 6½” seat width + 16 cm
Overall length   36”     91 cm
Overall weight  28.6 lb    13 kg
Max user weight  18st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes
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Specification

Seat widths Flexx  15”/16”/17”/18”/19”/20” 38/40.6/43/46/48/51 cm
Seat widths Flexx HD 20”/22” /24”    51/56/61 cm
Seat depth   16”/17”/18”    40.6/43/46 cm
Seat depth HD  18”       46 cm
Overall width   22” - 26¾”     56 - 68 cm
Overall length   32½” - 42”     83 - 107 cm
Overall weight  30.8 - 31.9 lb    14 - 14.5 kg
Overall weight HD  36.5 - 37.4 lb    16.6 - 17 kg
Max user weight  20 st      130 kg
Max user weight HD 26½ st      170 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  Yes

This stylish wheelchair is highly configurable
which means users can adjust any of the
features to ensure the best comfort and
performance; it’s effortless to use!

The frame is lightweight aluminium, making
the wheelchair easy to manoeuvre and
manage with custom features including
adjustable backrest angle and height,
adjustable seat depth and seat to ground
height and adjustable rear wheel position.
The chair also has optional slowing brakes
so the attendant doesn’t need to worry
about control on hills and slopes.

Budget Transit

A basic transit or attendant controlled
wheelchair with fixed armrests and
removable footrests.
For occasional use.
Chromed steel frame with vinyl seat and
folding backrest.
Puncture proof tyres.

Specification

Seat widths   19”     48 cm
Seat depth   16”     41 cm
Overall width   23”     59 cm
Overall length   37”     92.4 cm
Overall weight  31.4 lb    14.3 kg
Max user weight  18st    116 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  No

Flexx & Flexx HD

Z-Tec Mobility
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Lightweight Transit

Specification

Seat widths 17”     43 cm
Seat depth 16”     45 cm
Overall width 21”     53 cm
Overall length 36”     91.4cm
Overall weight 25.3 lb    11.5 kg
Max user weight 18 st    116 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  No

Available in two metallic colours, this lightweight
folding wheelchair is excellent value for money
with many features as standard including,
swing away and removable footrests,
20cm/8" solid castors,
30cm/12" solid rear wheels.
The folding wheelchair also offers a fold down
backrest for easy storage, seat belt, side skirts
and heel-loops.

Attendant Transit

Available in two metallic colours, this
lightweight folding wheelchair is excellent
value for money with many features as
standard including,
swing away and removable footrests,
20cm/8" solid castors,
30cm/12" solid rear wheels.
The folding wheelchair also offers a
fold down backrest for easy storage,
seat belt, side skirts, heel-loops
and attendant brakes.

Specification

Seat widths 17”/19”    43/48 cm
Seat depth 16”     45 cm
Overall width 24” 26”    61/66 cm
Overall length 37”     94.5 cm
Overall weight 26.4 lb    12 kg
Max user weight 18 st    116 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes
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Breeezy Moonlite
Specification

Seat widths 16”/18”    41/46 cm
Seat depth 17”     43 cm
Overall width seat width+ 7½” seat width + 19 cm
Overall length 42”     106 cm
Overall weight  30 lb    11.8 kg
Max user weight 18 st    115 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  No
Attendant brakes  Yes

Whether you‘re just taking a quick trip to the
shops or going out for the day with your loved
ones, the Breezy Moonlite is the ideal partner.
Lifting it into the car or storing it in the tightest
of spaces is effortless thanks to the revolutionary
compact design and lightweight frame.
Comfort is always a priority when choosing a
wheelchair and with the Breezy Moonlite‘s
carefully designed seating position and
padded upholstery, from the moment you sit

down you‘ll know it‘s the chair for you.
The Breezy Moonlite leads the way in terms of

safety, quality and durability.
Built to last, the Breezy Moonlite has passed
crash testing ensuring you have one of the safest
products on the market.

 Basix²
Specification

Seat widths   15”/16”/17”/18”/19”/20” 38/40.5/43/45.5/48/52 cm
Seat depth   16” - 18”     41 - 46 cm
Overall width   various
Overall length   various
Overall weight  32.8 lb     14.9 kg
Max user weight  20 st     128 kg
Folding Backrest  Yes
Removable footrest  Yes
Removable armrest  Yes
Attendant brakes  No

The lightweight BasiX² manual wheelchair
represents improved adjustability combined
with a modern, clean look.
Improvements include greater seat depth
adjustment (41 - 46cm), a tension adjustable
backrest which is extendable from 41 - 46cm
and a more robust, rigid castor attachment.
Highly efficient and easy to use -
the Breezy BasiX² is the ideal standard
lightweight folding wheelchair for fleet
management.

Sunrise Medical
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Day’s Healthcare
Escape Lite £   180
Escape Lite 20” wide £   210
Swift TR (358-R) £   245
Whirl TR £   190
Link TR £   310

Invacare
Alu Lite £   165
Action 2 NG £   265
Action 3 NG £   495
Action 4 NG £   540
Action 4 NG HD £   570

Karma

Bluebird Travel (18”) (WH-B012) £   125
i-Lite(17”) (IM-9095) £   140
i-Explore TR(17”/19”) (IM-9064) £   200
Sparrow TR (17”) (SM-150F14WB) £   195
Wren 2 TR (16”/17”/18”/19”) (SM-852.2F16WB) £   240
Dove TR (16”/18”) (KM-2500Q14WB) £   240
Robin TR (S/A footrest) (16”/18”) (KM-1510Q14WB) £   265
Martin TR (16”/18”) (KM-8520F12WB) £   415
Martin Heavy Duty TR (20”/22”) (KM-8520XF12) £   550
Ergo Lite (16”/18”) (KM-2501F14WB) £   320
Ergo Lite 2 TR (16”/18”) (KM-2512F14WB) £   350
Ergo 115 (16”/18”) (KM-1510.3Q14WB/Q24WB) £   360
Ergo 115 (20”) (KM-1510.3Q14WB/Q24WB) £   420
Ergo 125 (16”/18”) (KM-1520.3Q14WB) £   395
Ergo 125 (20”) (KM-1520.3Q24WB) £   460
Flexx TR (15” - 20”) (KM-1520.3Q14WB) £   495
Flexx HD TR (20” - 24”)170kg (KM-1520.3Q14WB) £   740

Z-Tec Mobility.
Budget Transit (ZT-600-604) £   125
Lightweight Transit (ZT-600-601A) £   165
Attendant Transit 17” (ZT-600-601A HB) £   190
Attendant Transit 19” (ZT-600-601A HB) £   210

Sunrise Medical.
Breezy Moonlite TR £   370
Breezy Basix² £   525

Forr Mobility Frithfield Farm, Aldington, Ashford, Kent TN25 7HH 01233 721589   www.forrmobility.co.uk

Wheelchair Prices  2016
Please note all prices are excluding VAT and are prices starting from.
Final price will depend on exact specification of chair and options chosen



Forr  Mobility
is located on a farm near Ashford.

Our large showroom has ample parking by the door.

Why not ring and see what we can offer. or come for a
look around our Showroom.

Showroom opening  hours are:

Monday to Friday  09:30 to 16:30

Saturdays  By Appointment
(ring first)  01233 721589

Sundays,  Closed
Bank Holidays
and Bank Holiday
Weekends

Tel  01233 721589

Fax  01233 721591

e-mail
info@forrmobility.co.uk

website
www.forrmobility.co.uk


